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Astrophysical neutrinos and cosmic rays
observed by IceCube
The IceCube Collaboration (See end of article for complete list of members)

Abstract
The core mission of the IceCube neutrino observatory is to study the origin and propagation of cosmic
rays. IceCube, with its surface component IceTop, observes multiple signatures to accomplish this
mission. Most important are the astrophysical neutrinos that are produced in interactions of cosmic
rays, close to their sources and in interstellar space. IceCube is the first instrument that measures the
properties of this astrophysical neutrino flux and constrains its origin. In addition, the spectrum,
composition, and anisotropy of the local cosmic-ray flux are obtained from measurements of
atmospheric muons and showers. Here we provide an overview of recent findings from the analysis of
IceCube data, and their implications to our understanding of cosmic rays.

Keywords
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1. Introduction
The first detection of high-energy neutrinos of cosmic origin in 2013 by the IceCube Neutrino
Observatory (Aartsen et al., 2013a) opened a new window to the non-thermal processes in our universe.
Neutrinos interact only weakly with matter, and can escape energetic and dense astrophysical
environments that are opaque to electromagnetic radiation. Moreover, at PeV energies, most of the
universe is impenetrable to electromagnetic radiation, due to the scattering of high-energy photons (

rays) on the cosmic microwave background and other radiation fields. Neutrinos therefore promise to
provide unique insights into a large number of extreme astrophysical phenomena, ranging from stellar
explosions to the accretion onto massive black holes. They are key messengers in the search for the
origin of the highest-energy cosmic rays (CRs). High-energy neutrinos may be produced through the
interaction of CRs with ambient matter or radiation fields. Unlike the charged CRs, they are neither
deflected by magnetic fields, nor affected by matter or radiation fields on the way from the source to
the Earth. They propagate undisturbed over cosmic distances, allowing us to observe an otherwise
opaque high-energy universe and identify the sources in it.
Many candidate source classes exist that fulfill the basic requirements of accelerating CRs to the highest
observed energies of about 1020 eV. An upper limit on the reachable cosmic-ray (CR) energy in gradual
acceleration processes, like, e.g., Fermi acceleration, was noted in Hillas (1984). Here, the size of the
acceleration region has to be larger than the Larmor radius of the produced CRs; otherwise, the particles
are not confined for further acceleration. This notion led to the plot shown, in a modern adaptation, in
Fig. 1. The potential sources of ultra-high-energy CRs are many, including gamma-ray bursts (GRBs, e.g.,
Waxman and Bahcall, 1997), tidal disruption events (e.g., Wang and Liu, 2016), young neutron stars and
pulsars (e.g., Fang et al., 2012), the jets (e.g., Mannheim, 1993) and cores (e.g., Stecker et al., 1991) of
active galaxies, galaxy merger shocks in clusters (e.g., Kashiyama and Mészáros, 2014), and starburst
galaxies (e.g., Loeb and Waxman, 2006).

Fig. 1. A modern adaption of the so-called “Hillas plot”. It displays upper limits on the reachable CR energy
dependent on the size of the acceleration region and magnetic field strength. The red lines indicate the upper
limits due to the loss of confinement in the acceleration region for CRs at the knee, ankle, and the GreisenZatsepin-Kuzmin (GZK) cutoff (Greisen, 1966, Zatsepin and Kuzmin, 1966). The dotted gray line corresponds to a
second upper limit that arises from synchrotron losses in the sources and interactions in the cosmic photon
background. Figure taken from Ahlers et al. (2010a). (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure
legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

Cosmic neutrinos detected by IceCube can be used to probe the particle acceleration processes in these
candidate source classes. Information can be deduced from the observed spectrum, the flavor
composition and possible correlations of neutrino observations with known transients or sources.

However, IceCube is more than “just” a cosmic neutrino detector. Using the surface array IceTop, and
the thousands of muons from CR showers in the atmosphere that are registered every second in the inice array, IceCube can be used to study the spectrum, the composition, and the isotropy of CRs that
arrive at Earth at TeV and PeV energies. At PeV energies a transition in the CR spectrum and
composition has been observed by many instruments (see review in Patrignani et al., 2016). This socalled “knee” is commonly attributed to Galactic sources being unable to accelerate CRs to energies
above a few PeV per nucleon. Consequently, the composition of CRs changes at PeV energies, being
dominated by increasingly heavier nuclei as the energy increases. The high statistics available in IceCube
and the unique combination of a measurement of the electromagnetic and high-energy muon
component of a CR air shower enable a precise measurement of both, spectral features and composition
changes, in this energy range.
Even though CRs at TeV to PeV energies are efficiently deflected in the Galactic magnetic fields, the
observation of small anisotropies in their arrival directions can give important clues to the existence and
location of CR sources in our Galactic neighborhood. Such anisotropies have been observed by several
instruments on the Northern hemisphere (Amenomori et al., 2005, Amenomori et al., 2006, Guillian et
al., 2007, Abdo et al., 2009, de Jong, 2011, Bartoli et al., 2015). IceCube data now provide the most
accurate measurement of this anisotropy in the Southern hemisphere at TeV and PeV energies,
completing our picture of the arrival patterns of CRs on the sky.
After a short introduction to the IceCube neutrino telescope in Section 2, we summarize the findings and
insights that have been obtained in the first five years of IceCube operation on the properties (Section 3)
and the origin of the cosmic neutrino flux (Sections 4 Neutrino sources, 5 Neutrino transients, 6
Neutrinos from cosmic-ray interactions in the Galactic plane). In each section we will also discuss the
implications of these findings for the sources of high-energy CRs. We then describe the CR spectrum and
composition measurements in Section 7, and show and discuss recent results of the IceCube anisotropy
measurement in Section 8, before concluding this review in Section 9.

2. The IceCube Neutrino Observatory
The IceCube Neutrino Observatory at the South Pole instruments approximately one cubic kilometer of
the Antarctic ice sheet. It has been taking data in full configuration since spring 2011 with a duty cycle of
more than 99%. IceCube is more than an order of magnitude larger than all experiments operating in
the North (Baikal Deep Under-water Neutrino Telescope (Belolaptikov et al., 1997), ANTARES (Ageron et
al., 2011)). The planned KM3NeT and GVD detectors, to be constructed in the Mediterranean sea and in
the Lake Baikal in Siberia, respectively, target a similar size as that of IceCube (Adrian-Martinez et al.,
2016a, Avrorin et al., 2015).
IceCube consists of three components: the main IceCube array, the surface array IceTop, and a densely
instrumented sub-array called DeepCore, optimized for neutrinos with energies of a few tens of GeV.
Optical sensors have been deployed at depths between 1450 m and 2450 m below the surface (see Fig.
2). In total, 5160 digital optical modules (DOMs) are attached to 86 cables (strings) in a 3D hexagonal
array optimally arranged to detect the Cherenkov photons emitted by charged particles traversing the
ice.

Fig. 2. The IceCube Neutrino Observatory is composed of the IceCube array, the surface array IceTop, and the lowenergy sub-array DeepCore.

All three components use the same instrumentation, design of DOMs and associated electronic readout
(Achterberg et al., 2006, Abbasi et al., 2009, Aartsen et al., 2017c). The primary detector array is
composed of 78 strings with a vertical separation of the DOMs of 17 m and an inter-string distance of
about 125 m. With this geometry, IceCube detects neutrinos from the entire sky with energies above
100 GeV. Primary CRs interacting above the IceCube array, are detected with the CR air shower array
IceTop that is operated in coincidence with the IceCube array (Abbasi et al., 2013a). IceTop is composed
of 162 water tanks filled with clear ice and arranged in pairs at stations on the surface. Each station is
25 m from the top of an IceCube string. Finally, DOMs have also been deployed in the central and
deeper part of the IceCube array, forming DeepCore, a more densely instrumented volume that extends
IceCube operation to the lower energy regime of 10 GeV (Abbasi et al., 2012b). Here, the vertical DOMto-DOM spacing is 7 m and the inter-string spacing is between 72 m and 42 m. The low energy threshold
achieved with DeepCore enables IceCube measurements of neutrino oscillation properties and improves
the sensitivity of dark matter searches.
IceCube records events at a rate ranging between 2.5 kHz and 2.9 kHz (Aartsen et al., 2017c). The
overwhelming majority of these events are muons from CR air showers that penetrate the ice and reach
the depth of IceCube. Only about one in a million recorded events is from a neutrino interaction. Yet,
this rate is sufficient for the collection of an unprecedentedly large sample of high-energy neutrinos
(~105 yr-1 atmospheric neutrinos, <
103 yr-1 astrophysical neutrinos) that offer a unique testbed for
~
extreme astro- and particle physics.
Most neutrino events observed by IceCube arise from deep-inelastic neutrino-nucleon scattering (e.g.,
Hewett et al., 2012, Cooper-Sarkar et al., 2011). Three main signatures can be distinguished for neutrino
events in IceCube. “Track-like” events arise from muons produced in charged-current (CC) interactions

of 𝑣𝑣𝜇𝜇 . “Shower-like” events are generated in neutral-current (NC) interactions of all neutrino flavors, as
well as in CC interactions of 𝑣𝑣𝑒𝑒 (all energies) and 𝑣𝑣𝑇𝑇 (E ≤ 100 TeV) that are indistinguishable from each
other. Additionally, shower-like and track-like events can be produced through resonant W production
by 𝑣𝑣̅𝑒𝑒 of ∼6.3 PeV energy with e─ in the ice (Glashow, 1960). Shower-like events can be reconstructed
with an energy resolution of ∼15% (Aartsen et al., 2014a), but the resolution of their arrival direction is
rather poor at about 15°. On the other hand, the arrival direction of track-like events can be
reconstructed with an accuracy better than 1°, but the energy of the neutrino can only indirectly be
inferred from the energy deposited in the instrumented volume.
High-energy 𝑣𝑣𝑇𝑇 can produce a specific identifying signature, the “double-bang” events (Learned and
Pakvasa, 1995). The hadronic shower at the T generation vertex and the shower produced at the T decay
vertex can be separately identified when the T track is longer than about 20 m, and both vertices are still
within the instrumented volume. This corresponds to a 𝑣𝑣𝑇𝑇 energy range between few hundreds of TeV
and few tens of PeV (𝛾𝛾𝛾𝛾𝛾𝛾1 ≈ 50m at 2 PeV).

Fig. 3 shows the propagation of Cherenkov photons in a simulation of the Antarctic ice for each
described signature. Reconstruction of the physical properties of the neutrino that generated the event
– direction, energy and flavor – is challenging due to the complex optical properties of the natural
medium (Aartsen et al., 2013c). Scattering and absorption of photons in the ice mainly arises from
deposits of minerals, soot and ash over more than a hundred thousand years. Therefore scattering and
absorption lengths vary strongly with depth. Additionally, the flow of the Antarctic ice layer introduces
an anisotropy to the scattering. Melting and refreezing of the ice during DOM deployment locally
changes the optical properties. In particular, for high energies above few tens of TeV, the reconstruction
of event properties in IceCube is systematically limited due to these effects.

Fig. 3. Simulation of Cherenkov light propagation in the ice for the three event signatures observable by IceCube: a
track-like event (left), a shower-like event (middle), and a double-bang event (right). Each track marks the path of a
photon. The colors indicate the relative time of the photons with respect to each other. Early photons are red, late
photons are blue. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the
web version of this article.)

IceTop is located at an altitude of 2835 m above sea level, corresponding to an atmospheric overburden
of 690 g cm−2. Each tank is instrumented with two DOMs operating at different gains to provide a
dynamic range from about 1/6 VEM (vertical equivalent muon1) to 1140 VEM. The IceTop surface array
is triggered when six tanks in three stations register a signal in coincidence. The signal in the triggering
tanks is typically dominated by the electromagnetic component of the air showers consisting of
electrons, positrons, and photons. For each trigger, both the surface detector and the in-ice signal are
read out. IceTop has a small, central in-fill array with a threshold of about 100 TeV primary CR energy,
while the regular-spaced array has a threshold of 300 TeV, recording air showers from primary CRs of

energies up to about 2 EeV. Above this energy the rate becomes too low for analysis. The direction of
events is reconstructed from the shower-front arrival time, and has a resolution of ∼0.3° at 10 PeV. The
energy is determined by fitting the lateral shower profile and using the signal size at a perpendicular
distance from the shower core of 125 m. The resolution for protons at 30 PeV energy is 0.05 in
log10(E/GeV) (Abbasi et al., 2013a).

3. Spectrum and flavor composition of astrophysical neutrinos
The majority of the neutrino events detected by IceCube originate from the decay of pions and kaons
produced by CR interactions in the atmosphere.
Fig. 4 from Aartsen et al. (2015i) shows measurements of the flux of 𝑣𝑣𝑒𝑒 as well as the more numerous
𝑣𝑣𝜇𝜇 . The prompt component from decay of charmed mesons (cfr. Bhattacharya et al., 2016, for a
comparison of recent flux calculations) has not yet been detected (Aartsen et al., 2016e). A hard
astrophysical spectrum shows up at high energy (E10 ≥ TeV) above the steeply falling atmospheric
spectrum.

Fig. 4. Spectrum of atmospheric neutrinos measured by IceCube: 𝑣𝑣𝜇𝜇 forward folding from Abbasi et al. (2011b); 𝑣𝑣𝜇𝜇
unfolding from Aartsen et al. (2015g); 𝑣𝑣𝑒𝑒 from cascades in DeepCore (Aartsen et al., 2013d); 𝑣𝑣𝑒𝑒 with full IceCube
(Aartsen et al., 2015i). The purple band shows the prompt flux expected from Enberg et al. (2009) after
modification to account for the knee of the primary spectrum. (For interpretation of the references to color in this
figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

The first strong evidence for a cosmic neutrino component came from a search using data from May
2010 to April 2012 (Aartsen et al., 2013b), where two shower-like events from neutrino interactions
within the detector with energies above 1 PeV were discovered. A follow-up search for events starting in
~
the detector with more than −
30 eV deposited energy that utilized the same dataset identified 25
additional high-energy events (Aartsen et al., 2013a). The spectrum and zenith angle distribution of the
events was incompatible with the hypothesis of an atmospheric origin at > 4𝜎𝜎. IceCube has since

collected independent evidence for an astrophysical neutrino signal by analyzing different event
signatures, as described below, including shower-like and starting events at lower energies as well as
track-like events that interact outside the detector (called through-going events).

3.1. Starting events
Starting events are those for which the neutrino interaction vertex lies within the instrumented IceCube
volume. This includes both, shower-like and track-like events. Since the main background for this search
is comprised of muons from CR air showers, the rejection strategy is to identify Cherenkov photons from
a track entering the detector. For that, the outer parts of the instrumented volume are assigned to a
“veto” region. An event is rejected if a certain number of Cherekov photons are found in this veto region
at earlier times than the photons produced at the interaction vertex. For a more detailed description,
see Aartsen et al. (2014c). Data recorded between May 2010 and April 2014 have been analyzed to
obtain a starting event sample with an energy threshold of Eν ∼ 30 TeV (Aartsen et al., 2015e), including
three shower-type events with energies in excess of 1 PeV. The first three years of this sample have also
been used for an initial determination of the flavor ratios, i.e., the proportion of each neutrino flavor in
the flux of astrophysical neutrinos (Aartsen et al., 2015h). If the size of the veto region is chosen to
increase as energy decreases, neutrino-induced shower-like and track-like events above a few TeV can
be isolated from the background effectively. Using this approach, the starting event sample for two
years (May 2010 to April 2012) has been extended to include lower-energy events down to Eν ∼ 3 TeV
(Aartsen et al., 2015f).

3.2. Shower-type events

An alternative strategy to distinguish neutrino-induced shower-type events against the predominantly
track-like atmospheric backgrounds from muons produced in CR air showers and neutrino interactions,
is to search for a spherical light pattern that fits the characteristics of Cherenkov light emission from a
short2 and well localized particle shower in or around the instrumented area. This allows identification
of showers from neutrino interactions also in regions of the instrumented volume that serve vetoing
purposes in the starting event searches and even to find showers nearby the instrumented volume. Data
from May 2010 to April 2012 has been analyzed using this technique (Aartsen et al., 2015k) selecting
172 shower-type events above Eν ∼ 10 TeV. Most of these events are not included in the previously
described starting event sample of the same time period.

3.3. Through-going muons

Muons produced in CC neutrino interactions far outside the detector can still reach the instrumented
volume to produce track-like events. Even at 1 TeV a muon can penetrate several kilometers of ice
before it stops and decays. This allows observation of high-energy neutrino interactions from a much
larger volume than the instrumented one, thereby substantially increasing the effective area of the
detector. However, these “through-going” muons from neutrino interactions are indistinguishable from
single high-energy muons produced in atmospheric showers. For this reason, the Earth must be used as
a filter to separate neutrino-induced from CR-induced muons. Muons that arrive from zenith angles
above ~ 85° must be produced in neutrino interactions, as muons produced in CR air showers could not
penetrate far enough through the Earth and ice to reach the detector. Analyzing two years of IceCube
data, we found that the spectrum of neutrino-induced, upward muons shows a hardening above the
steep atmospheric background consistent with an astrophysical flux (Aartsen et al., 2015d). The search
for such muons has recently been extended to 6 years of IceCube data recorded between May 2009 and

April 2015. The highest-energy track found in this sample deposited 2.6 PeV of energy inside the volume
of IceCube (Aartsen et al., 2016e). The search for through-going muons is sensitive to cosmic neutrinos
above an energy of about Eν ∼ 200 TeV. At lower energies, muons from the interactions of atmospheric
dominate over the cosmic component.

3.4. Showers from vT interactions

A study to identify vT interactions was performed on the IceCube data recorded between May 2010 and
April 2013, searching for a double pulse signature within single optical modules that would be
characteristic of a double shower from the interaction of the vT and the decay of the T (Aartsen et al.,
2016f). No such signature was found in 3 years of IceCube data, which is compatible with 0.54 expected
events from simulations if cosmic neutrinos arrive at Earth with a flavor ratio of 𝑣𝑣𝑒𝑒 : 𝑣𝑣𝜇𝜇 : 𝑣𝑣𝑇𝑇 = 1 : 1 : 1.
While no 𝑣𝑣𝑇𝑇 ignature was detected, the analysis helped to constrain the measurement of the flavor
ratios in combination with the observation channels introduced above.

3.5. Combined results

The combined analysis of IceCube data of all the detection channels described above3 results in a
spectrum between 27 TeV and 2 PeV consistent with an unbroken power law with a best-fit spectral
index of -2.49±0.08 (Aartsen et al., 2015b, Aartsen et al., 2015a). A slightly improved likelihood is
obtained if the data is fit with a harder spectrum with a spectral index of -2.31 exponential cutoff at 2.7
PeV. However, the improvement is not significant enough (~1.2𝜎𝜎) to claim the existence of such a
cutoff, and both spectral models can describe the data reasonably well. Both spectral parametrizations
are also good fits to all individual datasets that enter the combined analysis. The most recent analysis of
high-energy muon tracks above 200 TeV using now a substantially larger muon-track dataset than the
one included in the global fit shows a preferred spectral index of -2.13±0.13 (Aartsen et al., 2016e). This
result may be indicative of a spectral hardening (see Fig. 5 left) at high energies.

Fig. 5. (Left) Spectrum of cosmic neutrinos measured in a combined analysis of all detection channels. The red bar
indicates the best fit with a power-law spectral hypothesis. The gray points display the result for a fit of the
neutrino flux in individual energy bands. A new measurement based on 6 years of through-going muons (green
bar) that is sensitive at higher energies indicates a harder spectrum above few hundred TeV. (Right) Flavor
constraints on the cosmic neutrino flux from the combined analysis in comparison to different scenarios expected
for neutrino production in astrophysical sources. Figures adapted from Aartsen et al., 2015a, Aartsen et al., 2016e.
(For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this
article.)

The energy flux of cosmic neutrinos above 10 TeV is 6.8 x 10-10 ergs cm−2 s−1 sr−1, based on the best-fit
power-law spectrum with exponential cutoff from the combined analysis. The spatial distribution of
events on the sky is compatible with an isotropic distribution of sources, suggesting an extragalactic
origin of a substantial fraction of the observed cosmic neutrinos.
Using the combined analysis, the neutrino flavor ratios can also be constrained. Flavor ratios are
powerful observables that can be used to probe the astrophysical environments at their production sites
(e.g., Bustamante et al., 2015b, and references therein). They can also be used as sensitive probes of
new physics beyond the standard model of particle physics (Argüelles et al., 2015, Shoemaker and
Murase, 2016, de Salas et al., 2016, Reynoso and Sampayo, 2016, Bustamante et al., 2017).
Fig. 5 (right) shows the constraints on the relative contributions of the individual neutrino flavors to the
cosmic neutrino flux. Typical astrophysical scenarios predict flavor ratios at the production site of 𝑣𝑣𝑒𝑒 :
𝑣𝑣𝜇𝜇 : 𝑣𝑣𝑇𝑇 = 1 : 2 : 0 in case the neutrinos are produced by the decay of pions. Standard neutrino
oscillations change this into an expected ratio of 𝑣𝑣𝑒𝑒 : 𝑣𝑣𝜇𝜇 : 𝑣𝑣𝑇𝑇 ≈ 1 : 1 : 1 on arrival at Earth. If the
secondary muons lose most of their energy before they can decay, e.g., due to strong magnetic fields in
the sources, the production flavor ratios would be 𝑣𝑣𝑒𝑒 : 𝑣𝑣𝜇𝜇 : 𝑣𝑣𝑇𝑇 = 0 : 1 : 0 (“muon-damped” scenario). The
opposite scenario is also possible, i.e., the muons are accelerated substantially before they decay,
shifting the flavor ratio towards 𝑣𝑣𝑒𝑒 : 𝑣𝑣𝜇𝜇 : 𝑣𝑣𝑇𝑇 = 1 : 1 : 0 (Klein et al., 2013). In case the neutrinos are
produced in the decay of neutrons 𝑣𝑣𝑒𝑒 : 𝑣𝑣𝜇𝜇 : 𝑣𝑣𝑇𝑇 = 1 : 0 : 0 flavor ratios would be expected. The neutron
decay origin is excluded at more than 3𝜎𝜎, while the other production scenarios mentioned above are
compatible with current observations. An independent analysis of the spectrum and flavor composition
of the astrophysical neutrino flux based on the IceCube starting event sample has been performed by
Vincent et al. (2016) that is in agreement with the results presented here.

4. Neutrino sources
4.1. Search for individual neutrino sources
In the case where the cosmic neutrino flux is dominated by bright individual sources, they should be
detectable as a local excess of events on the sky with respect to the atmospheric neutrino and diffuse
cosmic neutrino background. The sensitivity of a search for such features depends crucially on the
precision by which the direction of the neutrinos can be reconstructed from the data, i.e., on the
detector angular resolution.
Therefore, the best event signatures for this search are the through-going muons and track-like starting
events with a median angular resolution of ⩽1°. The starting events are particularly important for the
analysis of the Southern hemisphere sources where the strong background of muon bundles from CR air
showers requires a very high energy threshold for the acceptance of through-going tracks.
The most recent analysis in Aartsen et al. (2017a) combines seven years of IceCube data recorded
between May 2008 and April 2015, corresponding to a livetime of 2431 days of through-going muons,
and 1715 days of track-like starting events.4 In total, 422,791 through-going muons from the Northern
hemisphere, 289,078 through-going muons from the Southern hemisphere and 961 starting tracks have
been identified. The overwhelming majority of the muons from the North originate from atmospheric
neutrinos, while most of the muons from the South arise from muons and muon bundles created in CR
air showers. The acceptance of background events vs. signal neutrinos has been optimized to achieve

the optimal sensitivity for a detection for a range of potential point-source spectra. The datasets are
analyzed using a maximum likelihood technique to find one or more localized excesses over the diffuse
backgrounds that correspond to the neutrino sources.
Fig. 6 presents the discovery potential for point sources at various declinations (𝛿𝛿) achieved in this
analysis. The most sensitive energy range changes with declination and is >1 PeV for 𝛿𝛿 = −60°,
between 100 TeV and 1 PeV at the horizon, and below 100 TeV at 𝛿𝛿 = 60°. The generally lower
discovery potential for sources a 𝛿𝛿 = −60° is due to the limited overburden of ice above the detector
which limits the amount of target material, and the high-energy threshold for accepting muons thus
reducing the strong background from CR air showers. For sources at a declination of 𝛿𝛿 = 60°, neutrinos
with energies >100 TeV are increasingly absorbed in the Earth, reducing the discovery potential at high
energies.

Fig. 6. Differential discovery potential of the point-source search with seven years of IceCube data for various
zenith angles. Shown is the neutrino flux from a point source over half a decade in energy that would lead to a
discovery in the current search for 50% of statistical realizations. The dashed line indicates the sensitivity if starting
events would be ignored. A power-law spectrum with an index of 2 is assumed for the neutrino flux within a single
energy bin. Figure taken from Aartsen et al. (2017a).

4.2. Flux upper limits derived from IceCube data
No indication for a neutrino point source has been found in the IceCube data so far and Fig. 7
summarizes the results of the search described above. The map shows the p-values for each point in the
sky giving the local probability that an excess is a fluctuation of the background. To estimate the
significance of the lowest observed p-values on each hemisphere, event samples have been generated
with the right ascension coordinates randomized. These samples have been analyzed in the same way as
the original dataset. The distribution of the minimum p-values in the samples can then be compared to
that observed in the data. The fraction of randomized samples with a lower p-value than the lowest
observed p-value in the data is 29% for the Northern sky, and 17% for the Southern sky. That is, the
observations are compatible with fluctuations of the diffuse background.

Fig. 7. Map of p-values representing the local probability that an excess of events at a given position in the sky is
due to a fluctuation of the expected background. Figure reproduced from Aartsen et al. (2017a).

Additionally, the known locations of promising individual neutrino source candidates have been tested.
These candidates have been selected based on model calculations and/or the observation of nonthermal emission features in the electromagnetic spectrum. None of the tested candidates shows a
significant excess of neutrino events around its position.
Fig. 8 summarizes the results of this non-observation, the neutrino flux upper limits. Also shown is the
discovery potential, i.e., the flux that would lead to a 5𝜎𝜎 discovery of a source in 50% of the statistical
representations (without any corrections for multiple trials).

Fig. 8. Neutrino flux upper limits for various source candidates, sensitivities and discovery potential as a function of
the source declination. The red dots indicate the 90% CL flux upper limits for individual candidate sources. The
dashed red line represents the corresponding sensitivity at the respective declination. The gray dashed line
indicates the sensitivity of the ANTARES neutrino telescope (Adrian-Martinez et al., 2014). The blue line shows the
flux upper limit that corresponds to the lowest observed p-value in each half of the sky as a function of declination

(the actual declination of the observed spots is indicated by a star). A power-law spectrum with an index of 2 is
assumed when generating the limits. Figure taken from Aartsen et al. (2017a). (For interpretation of the references
to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

A comparison of the flux upper limits to a selection of individual source emission models is shown in Fig.
9. The flux limits have to be calculated specifically for the predicted neutrino spectra based on the
declination and energy-dependent instrument response. The two panels show examples of recent
models of the neutrino emission from blazars (Reimer, 2015, Petropoulou et al., 2015). The predicted
spectra are compared to the flux upper limits derived from IceCube data. For some of the sources the
limits are on the level of the calculated flux and start to constrain the parameter space of such models.
More details about the search presented above can be found in Aartsen et al. (2017a). In addition,
dedicated tests were performed to find transient sources (Aartsen et al., 2015j) and sources that are
spatially extended (Aartsen et al., 2014d),5 both yielding null results.

Fig. 9. Experimental upper limits on the neutrino flux in comparison to predictions for blazars in Reimer, 2015,
Petropoulou et al., 2015. Figures reproduced from Aartsen et al. (2017a).

4.3. Constraints on astrophysical source populations
The observation of an isotropic flux of astrophysical neutrinos seems to be at odds with the nonobservation of individual neutrino point sources in the same data (Aartsen et al., 2017a, Aartsen et al.,
2015j, Aartsen et al., 2013h, Adrian-Martinez et al., 2014, Adrian-Martinez et al., 2012, Adrian-Martinez

et al., 2013, Abbasi et al., 2012e, Abbasi et al., 2012a). However, the two results are consistent if the
diffuse flux is dominated by many weak sources that are individually below the point source sensitivity
(Lipari, 2006, Becker et al., 2008, Silvestri and Barwick, 2010, Murase and Waxman, 2016). This
argument can be turned into a lower limit on the abundance of extragalactic neutrino sources, that we
outline in the following.
The diffuse flux of neutrinos (ø) in units of GeV−1 s−1 cm−2 sr−1) originating in multiple cosmic sources is
simply given by the redshift integral (Ahlers and Halzen, 2014)
(1)
𝜙𝜙𝜈𝜈 (𝐸𝐸𝜈𝜈 ) =

𝑐𝑐 ∞ d𝑧𝑧
�
𝒬𝒬 (𝑧𝑧,(1 + 𝑧𝑧)𝐸𝐸𝜈𝜈 ) .
4𝜋𝜋 0 𝐻𝐻(𝑧𝑧) 𝜈𝜈

Here, 𝐻𝐻(𝑧𝑧) is the redshift-dependent Hubble expansion rate and 𝜗𝜗𝑣𝑣 spectral emission rate density of
neutrinos. To a first approximation, we decompose the emission rate density into 𝜗𝜗(𝑧𝑧, 𝐸𝐸) = 𝑝𝑝(𝑧𝑧)𝑄𝑄𝑣𝑣 (𝐸𝐸)
where 𝑝𝑝 is the source density and 𝑄𝑄𝑣𝑣 is the emission rate per source. Note, this approximation assumes
neutrino sources are standard candles and does not allow for luminosity distributions. However, these
aspects can be included in a more detailed treatment. There are numerous examples in the literature,
where such a detailed treatment has been applied for a variety of candidate neutrino source classes
(e.g., Cholis and Hooper, 2013, Kalashev et al., 2013, Murase et al., 2014, Yoshida and Takami, 2014,
Zandanel et al., 2015, Razzaque and Yang, 2015, Tamborra and Ando, 2015, Wang and Li, 2016, Senno et
al., 2016, Hooper, 2016, Fang and Olinto, 2016, Senno et al., 2017).
The Hubble expansion in the redshift integral of Eq. (1) limits the contribution of sources beyond the
Hubble horizon 𝑐𝑐/𝐻𝐻0 . The redshift dependence of the source distribution can then be parametrized by
the energy dependent quantity
(2)

∞
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which is typically of 𝜗𝜗(1). For the special case of power-law spectra 𝜗𝜗𝑣𝑣 (𝐸𝐸) ∝ 𝐸𝐸 −𝛾𝛾 , his quantity becomes
energy independent and, for simplicity, we will assume the case 𝛾𝛾 = 2 in the following. For instance,
ξz≃2.4 if we assume that the source evolution follows the star-formation rate (SFR) (Hopkins and
Beacom, 2006, Yuksel et al., 2008) or ξz≃0.5 for a source distribution with no evolution in the local (z<2)
Universe.
Based on the observed per-flavor diffuse flux at the level of E2ϕν≃10−8 GeV−1 s−1 cm−2 sr−1 we can then
estimate the average neutrino point source luminosity via Eq. (1) as E2Qν(0,E)≃(4πH0/cξzρ0)E2ϕν. On the

other hand, for a homogeneous source distribution with a density of ρ0 in the local Universe that
produces the entire cosmic neutrino flux observed by IceCube, we expect that the brightest source
2/3 2
contributes with a flux E2∅𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃
𝑣𝑣 ≃0.55(fskyρ0) E Qν, where fsky≤1 is the effective sky coverage of the
observatory (see Ahlers and Halzen (2014) for details). This translates into a point-source flux given by:
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Presently, the sensitivity of IceCube to continuous point-source emission in the Northern Hemisphere is
-12 TeV cm−2 s−1 (see Section 4.2 and Fig. 8). This is already putting some
at the level of E2∅𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃
𝑣𝑣𝜇𝜇+𝑣𝑣𝜇𝜇 ~ 10

tension on very rare source candidates like blazars (ρ0≲10−7 Mpc−3). In fact, a dedicated IceCube analysis
looking for the combined neutrino emission from Fermi-LAT identified blazars (Aartsen et al., 2017b)
places an upper limit on their contribution that is at the level of about 25% of the observed flux.
Fig. 10 shows the maximum contribution from blazars in the 2LAC catalog to the observed cosmic
neutrino flux for two different spectral hypotheses. If, additionally, a strict proportionality is assumed
between the emitted power at GeV energies and in TeV neutrinos, the 2FGL blazars can contribute less
than 10% to the observed flux (e.g., for sources for which the high-energy emission is dominated by
pion-decay processes).

Fig. 10. Upper limit on the contribution of Fermi-LAT observed blazars (2LAC catalog) to the cosmic neutrino flux,
shown for two different power-law spectra for the neutrino flux with indices of 2.5 and 2.2. The width of the
upper-limit band reflects the dependence on the relative distribution of neutrino luminosities in the blazar sample
if no strict proportionality is assumed between the γ-ray and neutrino luminosity of the source. The dotted line
indicates the upper limit in case such proportionality is considered. Figure reproduced from Aartsen et al. (2017b).

A similar line of argument can also be applied to transient sources (Ahlers and Halzen, 2014). Here, the
experimental livetime does not increase the individual emission of transients, but the total size of the
source sample with local burst density ρ̇0. For instance, the contribution of gamma-ray bursts
(ρ̇0≃10−9 Mpc−3 yr−1) to the diffuse emission is limited to less than 10% due to IceCube’s strong limit on
the prompt neutrino emission of GRBs coincident with the gamma-ray signal (Abbasi et al., 2012a).

4.4. Neutrinos from the propagation of ultra-high energy CRs
The CR spectrum extends to energies far above 1018 eV. These ultra-high energy (UHE) CRs are believed
to be accelerated in extragalactic sources, since Galactic magnetic fields are too weak to sufficiently
confine the UHE CRs. Candidate sources include GRBs, active galactic nuclei, and galaxy clusters (see Fig.
1).
The propagation of UHE CRs over cosmic distances makes them susceptible to interactions with cosmic
backgrounds. In particular, photo-pion production of CR nuclei on the cosmic microwave background
(CMB) with a local density of about 410 cm−3 becomes resonant at CR nucleon energies of about
7×1011 GeV. This leads to a strong suppression of CR protons beyond an energy at about
EGZK≃5×1019 eV, which is known as the GZK suppression (Greisen, 1966, Zatsepin and Kuzmin, 1966).

The neutrinos from the decaying pions are called cosmogenic or GZK neutrinos (Berezinsky and Zatsepin,
1969). For proton-dominated UHE CR models, the expected flux peaks at EeV energies and is expected
to be equally distributed between neutrino flavors after propagation (Yoshida and Teshima, 1993,
Protheroe and Johnson, 1996, Engel et al., 2001). This flux is considered a guaranteed contribution to
high-energy neutrino fluxes since it does not rely on specific neutrino production mechanisms in CR
sources. However, even in the simplest case of proton-dominated models, the flux depends on the
unknown UHE CR source redshift evolution function and maximal energy cutoff of the proton spectra.
For some combinations of CR source evolution and chemical composition of the ultra-high-energy CRs, it
might be effectively unobservable with any current or near-future neutrino detector.
The largest contributions are predicted in proton models with a low energy cross-over between Galactic
and extragalactic CRs, which typically require a strong redshift evolution of sources to fit the data
(Berezinsky et al., 2006, Fodor et al., 2003, Yuksel and Kistler, 2007, Takami et al., 2009). However, in
this case, the related production of high energy γ rays, electrons, and positrons predict a strong
extragalactic diffuse γ-ray background (Berezinsky et al., 2011, Ahlers et al., 2010b, Gelmini et al., 2012,
Decerprit and Allard, 2011, Heinze et al., 2016, Supanitsky, 2016) in excess of the observations with the
Fermi LAT (Abdo et al., 2010, Ackermann et al., 2015).
Proton-dominated UHE CR models generally are in reach of present neutrino observatories. Indeed,
some of the most optimistic scenarios with a strong redshift evolution of the CR sources have already
been ruled out (Aartsen et al., 2016d). However, the large experimental uncertainties on the relative
contribution of heavier nuclei translates into large uncertainties in the cosmogenic neutrino predictions.
The simple reason is that if the UHE CR spectrum is dominated by heavy nuclei with atomic mass
number A, then the resonant interaction of CR nucleons with the CMB is shifted to higher CR energies,
(A/56)×4×1013 GeV. For the extreme case of iron this would shift the required CR energies to a level
beyond the observed CR spectrum.

In the context of an increased threshold for GZK neutrino production by heavy nuclei, additional cosmic
radiation backgrounds with higher photon energies can become a more important target. The
extragalactic background light (EBL) in the infrared, optical, and ultra-violet are included in most GZK
neutrino predictions including heavy nuclei (Decerprit and Allard, 2011, Hooper et al., 2005, Ave et al.,
2005, Hooper et al., 2007, Allard et al., 2006, Anchordoqui et al., 2007, Aloisio et al., 2011, Kotera et al.,
2010, Ahlers and Salvado, 2011). In general, these EBL neutrino predictions shift the peak neutrino
production to the 1–10 PeV range but at an absolute level that is below present experimental

sensitivities. As in the case of the proton-dominated model, the cosmogenic neutrino prediction
depends also on maximal energies and evolution of models. An estimate of a lower limit of these
pessimistic models was given in Ahlers and Halzen (2012).
The search for cosmogenic neutrinos is one of the standard analyses of IceCube. At EeV energies, where
the emission is expected to peak, there are practically no background events from atmospheric CR
interactions. However, even after seven years of observation, no signal consistent with the expected
emission spectra of various GZK models has been detected (Aartsen et al., 2016d).
Fig. 11 summarizes the obtained flux upper limits from this analysis and compares them to model
predictions and constraints from other experiments. The upper limits now start to exclude some of the
more optimistic scenarios of UHE CRs, dominated by light nuclei and/or strong source evolution (see
also Heinze et al., 2016). In addition to constraining propagation, the non-observation of neutrinos with
energies above a few PeV sets upper limits on the cumulative emission of neutrinos from astrophysical
sources in the energy range between 10 PeV and 1 EeV. These limits are comparable to predictions from
blazar (Murase et al., 2014, Padovani et al., 2015) and pulsar models (Fang et al., 2012).

Fig. 11. Neutrino flux upper limits (all-flavor, 90%-CL, quasi-differential for one energy decade wide flux windows
with a spectral index of 1) from a search for ultra-high-energy neutrino events in Aartsen et al. (2016d). Also shown
are the expected sensitivity of the search in case no cosmogenic signal is present, and an integral upper limit for an
astrophysical neutrino flux with a spectral index of −2. Predictions of various neutrino signals are shown for
comparison: Cosmogenic neutrino fluxes calculated by Kotera et al., 2010, Ahlers et al., 2010b, and a prediction of
astrophysical neutrinos from blazars jets by Murase et al. (2014). Also shown are quasi-differential flux upper limits
obtained by other instruments, specifically the Auger array (Aab et al., 2015a) and the ANITA-II instrument
(Gorham et al., 2010). Figure reprinted from Aartsen et al. (2016d).

5. Neutrino transients
5.1. Gamma-ray bursts
GRBs are intense γ-ray flashes lasting from fractions of a second to tens of minutes. During their prompt
emission phase they are the brightest explosions in the Universe, reaching isotropic-equivalent energies
of up to 1054 ergs. They are likely powered by the core-collapse of a very massive star or the merger of
two compact objects. Their locations are distributed isotropically and they have been measured up to a

redshift z=8. GRBs have been proposed as the sources of the highest-energy CRs (Waxman, 1995). The
central engine produces highly relativistic collimated jets, which are predicted to host internal shocks,
where particles are efficiently accelerated to high energies. In hadronic scenarios, accelerated protons
interact with ambient synchrotron photons and produce high-energy neutrinos. The neutrino emission is
expected to be collimated and in temporal coincidence with the prompt γ-ray emission. In addition, very
high-energy (∼ EeV) neutrinos might be produced during the GRB afterglow phase that could be
detected with today’s instruments in some optimistic scenarios (Murase, 2007, Horiuchi and Ando,
2008, Razzaque, 2013).
A search for high-energy neutrinos detected by IceCube from the locations of 807 GRBs in coincidence

with their prompt γ-ray emission did not find a significant excess compared to background expectations
(Aartsen et al., 2016a). This result provides tight constraints on models of neutrino and ultra-highenergy CR production in GRBs. Current models assuming acceleration of protons (Waxman and Bahcall,
1997) and models assuming CR production through the decay of escaping neutrons (Ahlers et al., 2011)
are excluded at 90% confidence (see Fig. 12). However, models assuming multiple emission regions
predict a neutrino flux below our current sensitivity (Bustamante et al., 2015a).

Fig. 12. Constraints on the flux normalization and the break energy of the neutrino spectrum from GRBs. The
predicted normalization and break energies calculated by Waxman and Bahcall, 1997, Ahlers et al., 2011 are shown
for comparison. Figure adopted from Aartsen et al. (2016a).

Limits on the neutrino flux normalization allow us to constrain the contribution of γ-ray bright GRBs to
less than 1% of the observed cosmic neutrino flux (Aartsen et al., 2016a). However, a possibly large
population of choked-jet GRBs with low γ-ray luminosity might contribute a larger fraction of the
astrophysical neutrino flux. Choked jets may explain trans-relativistic supernovae (SNe) and lowluminosity GRBs, giving a unified picture of GRBs and GRB-SNe (Senno et al., 2016, Tamborra and Ando,
2016). This scenario can be tested by correlating high-energy neutrinos with SNe.

5.2. Supernovae
Analogously to GRBs, high-energy neutrino production is predicted from SNe hosting mildy relativistic
jets, which get choked in the envelope of the star (Razzaque et al., 2005, Ando and Beacom, 2005,
Tamborra and Ando, 2016). Preferred candidates for choked-jet SNe are Type Ic SNe (Hjorth and Bloom,

2012). The neutrino emission is expected at the time of the SN explosion and to last 𝜗𝜗(10 s), comparable
to the typical GRB duration. Other models predict neutrino emission from SNe exploding in a dense
circum-stellar medium (CSM) (Murase et al., 2014, Zirakashvili and Ptuskin, 2016). Neutrinos are
produced in the interactions of the SNe ejecta with the dense medium on time scales of months to
years.
Supernovae are most easily discovered at optical wavelengths. However, current optical surveys cover
only limited regions of the sky or do not go very deep. To overcome this limitation, the IceCube
collaboration set up an optical follow-up program for neutrino events of interest (Abbasi et al., 2012d) in
2008. The IceCube data are processed in real-time and the most interesting neutrino events are selected
to trigger observations with optical telescopes aiming for the detection of an optical counterpart.
The Palomar Transient Factory (PTF) (Law et al., 2009) found a Type IIn SN, triggered by two track-like
IceCube events which arrived within 1.6 s (Aartsen et al., 2015c), at a location compatible with the
direction of the neutrinos. Type IIn SNe are likely powered by interactions of the ejecta with a dense
circumstellar medium, and are candidate neutrino sources with an expected duration of the neutrino
emission of several months. Unfortunately, it turned out that the SN was already 160 days old at the
time of the neutrino detection. It is very unlikely that two neutrinos arrive within 1.6 s, so late after the
SN explosion. The observation can therefore be considered a chance coincidence. It nevertheless shows
the potential of follow-up observations to reveal neutrino source candidates that would otherwise
remain undetected. A dedicated search for neutrinos from an ensemble of Type IIn SNe observed
independently of IceCube alerts is currently under development to test the possibility of long-term
neutrino emission from Type IIn SNe.
Another supernova was found in a follow-up of a public IceCube alert (see Section 5.4). The Pan-STARRS
optical telescope found a SN – possibly of type Ic – with an explosion time consistent with the arrival
time of a high-energy neutrino (Smartt et al., 2016). An analysis is currently in progress to investigate in
detail the SN type classification, as well as the probability for a chance coincidence between such a SN
and a high-energy neutrino.

5.3. Blazar flares
In addition to the optical follow-up program, IceCube has operated a γ-ray follow-up program (Aartsen
et al., 2016h) since March 2012, which alerts the Cherenkov telescopes MAGIC6 and VERITAS.7 This
program is aiming for the detection of neutrinos in coincidence with γ-ray flares from blazars. A
predefined list of known variable γ-ray sources is monitored by IceCube for an excess in neutrinos on
time scales of up to three weeks. So far, no γ-ray flare was detected in coincidence with a neutrino
excess. A hint for neutrino production in blazar flares was claimed in (Kadler et al., 2016), where a PeV

neutrino shower event was found in spatial and temporal coincidence with a γ-ray outburst from the
blazar PKSB1424-418. However, Gao et al. (2016) argue based on a detailed modeling of the source that
at best a weak correlation to the temporal structure of the γ-ray emission could be expected.

5.4. Public IceCube alerts
Since the spring of 2016 a real-time selection for high-energy single track events with high probability of
being of astrophysical origin is in place. An expected rate of four high-energy starting track events
(HESE) and four extreme high-energy through-going track events (EHE) are selected per year and
published in real-time through the Astrophysical Multi-messenger Observatory Network (AMON) (Smith

et al., 2013) via the Gamma-Ray Coordinate Network (GCN8). The first public neutrino alerts were

followed up by various instruments in several wavelengths ranging from optical to γ-ray bands. A
detailed overview of the different IceCube real-time channels can be found in Aartsen et al. (2016i).

5.5. Gravitational-wave follow-Up
The detection of the first gravitational wave (GW) event GW150914 by the advanced LIGO detectors9 in
September 2015 (Abbott et al., 2016) was accompanied by a broad multi-messenger follow-up program
looking for the detection of a counterpart to the GW signal. IceCube and ANTARES searched their data in
a ±500 s time window centered on the GW event for high-energy neutrinos (Adrian-Martinez et al.,
2016b). No neutrino event was detected by ANTARES while IceCube found three events in the time
window, which is consistent with background expectations. Those events were not in spatial coincidence
with the GW position as shown in Fig. 13. Given the absence of a coincident signal, an upper limit on the
total energy radiated in neutrinos of 5.4×1051–1.3×1054 erg (depending on the actual position of the
GW source within the localization uncertainty regions) was derived assuming an energy spectrum
following dN/dE∼E−2.

Fig. 13. Skymap of the probability density contours of the GW event GW150914 in equatorial coordinates together
with the high-energy neutrino candidates detected by IceCube within a ±500 s time window centered on the GW
event. Figure adopted from Adrian-Martinez et al. (2016b).

6. Neutrinos from cosmic-ray interactions in the Galactic plane
Cosmic rays up to a few PeV are believed to originate in Galactic sources. At this energy the CR spectrum
shows a break, the CR knee, which could indicate that the sources have reached their maximal
acceleration energies for the lightest nuclei. It has long been speculated that Galactic core-collapse SNe,
which occur at a rate of about 3 per century, could be responsible for the observed CR density (Baade
and Zwicky, 1934). These cataclysmic events produce ejecta with kinetic energy of the order of 1051 erg
per SN explosion. Diffuse shocks that form as the ejecta run into the ambient medium could accelerate
particles and transfer a significant fraction of this kinetic energy to a non-thermal population of cosmic
rays.
Interactions of CRs with gas during their acceleration in the source or during their passage through
nearby molecular clouds can lead to the production of charged and neutral pions. In the decay of neutral
pions, π0→γγ, these sources could be visible via their γ-ray emission. Indeed, recent observation of
Fermi-LAT (Ackermann et al., 2013) indicate that the γ-ray spectra of two Galactic supernova remnants,

W44 and IC 443, show evidence for a characteristic rise in the spectra below ∼200 MeV resulting from
pion decay. The corresponding decay of charged pions, e.g., π+→μ+νμ followed by μ+→e+νeν¯μ, would

be visible as high-energy neutrino emission. It has also been suggested that the injected e± from the
production and decay of charged pions in the acceleration region would result in hard emission of e±
(Blasi, 2009, Mertsch and Sarkar, 2014) that could be responsible for the steep rise of the positron
fraction in Galactic CRs above 10 GeV observed with PAMELA (Adriani et al., 2009), Fermi-LAT
(Ackermann et al., 2012), and AMS (Accardo et al., 2014). The associated neutrino emission could be
observable in IceCube (Ahlers et al., 2009).

After emission from their sources, CRs start to diffuse through the Galactic magnetic fields. This process
has two effects. First, the arrival directions of the CRs become highly isotropized and obscure the
position of the sources. Second, the diffusion process softens the spectra compared to the initial
emission spectrum due to the enhanced loss of particles at higher energies. Diffusion also implies a
rather smooth distribution of CRs throughout the Milky Way and, therefore, the local CR density,
nCR≃4πϕCR/c, can be used as a proxy of the average density. The interaction of these CRs with gas in the
vicinity of the Galactic plane then guarantees a diffuse Galactic emission of neutrinos and γ
rays (Stecker, 1979, Domokos et al., 1993, Berezinsky et al., 1993, Bertsch et al., 1993, Ingelman and
Thunman, 1996, Evoli et al., 2007, Gaggero et al., 2015, Ahlers et al., 2016a).

The local emission rate of neutrinos (per flavor) from Galactic CR interactions can be estimated by the
local nucleon density nN as
(4)
1
𝐸𝐸𝜈𝜈2 𝑄𝑄𝜈𝜈 (𝐸𝐸𝜈𝜈 ) ≃ 𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝜎𝜎𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝 [𝐸𝐸N2 𝑛𝑛N (𝐸𝐸N )]𝐸𝐸𝑁𝑁 =20𝐸𝐸𝜈𝜈 ,
6

where σpp is the inelastic proton-proton cross section with inelasticity κ≃0.5 (Kelner et al., 2006, Block
and Halzen, 2011). The 1/6 factor accounts for the per flavor emission (≃1/3), for the total neutrino
energy fraction in the charged pion decay (≃3/4) and for the charged pion fraction in pp collisions
(≃2/3). The neutrino energy is related to the energy of CR nucleons (N) as Eν≃EN/20. The target gas
density n is mostly concentrated along the Galactic plane, but can also show high-latitude fluctuations
from atomic and molecular gas clouds.
Fig. 14 (left) shows the predicted intensity of the diffuse emission from Ahlers et al. (2016a) in terms of
Galactic coordinates. Note that the map shows the intensity in logarithmic units. High-latitude intensity
fluctuations are generally sub-dominant compared to the Galactic plane emission.

Fig. 14. Mollweide projections of expected diffuse Galactic neutrino emission. The left plot shows diffuse emission
from CR propagation (Eν=10 TeV). The right plot shows the combined emission from supernovae remnants (Case
and Bhattacharya, 1998). The mesh indicates the equatorial coordinate system with right ascension α=0° and
declination δ=0° indicated as solid lines. The color reflects the logarithm of the intensity ratio between the Galactic
and an isotropic signal. Figures adapted from Ahlers et al. (2016a). (For interpretation of the references to color in
this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

A simple estimate of the overall diffuse flux around the Galactic plane can be derived from a simple
density scaling n≃exp(−|z|/0.1kpc)cm−3 with distance z from the Galactic plane and the corresponding
integrated column density along the line-of-sight.
Fig. 15 shows the result as a red10 solid line, where we averaged the diffuse emission over latitudes
|b|<2°. For the calculation, we use Eq. (4) with the locally observed CR nucleon flux derived from the
model of Gaisser (2013). This estimate agrees well with more elaborate studies using numerical CR
propagation codes to evaluate the CR density across the Galaxy and using non-azimuthal target gas
maps (Ahlers et al., 2016a).

Fig. 15. Diffuse emission from the Galactic plane (|b|≤2°) in comparison to the isotropic diffuse neutrino flux (per
flavor) observed by IceCube (Aartsen et al., 2015b). We summarize here the Galactic diffuse flux (4), the quasidiffuse flux (6) from weak Galactic sources (optical thickness τpp≃10−3 and diffusion index δ=1/3), and the quasidiffuse flux (5) of supernovae and hypernovae (Γ=2.3).

Fig. 15 also shows the diffuse flux of cosmic neutrinos observed by IceCube (Aartsen et al., 2015b). This
indicates that the diffuse flux close to the Galactic plane can dominate over the isotropic diffuse
emission observed with IceCube for Eν≤10 TeV. However, it is unlikely that this Galactic contribution
has a strong impact on the interpretation of the IceCube data (Ahlers et al., 2016a, Ahlers and Murase,
2014, Joshi et al., 2014, Kachelrieß and Ostapchenko, 2014).
Note that the previous estimate is based on the assumption that one can approximate the average
Galactic CR density by the local CR flux. This is not necessarily the case with more general scenarios
introducing spatial density fluctuation, e.g., by accounting for anisotropic diffusion (Effenberger et al.,
2012), by inhomogeneous diffusion (Gaggero et al., 2015), or by strongly inhomogeneous source
distributions (Gaggero et al., 2013, Werner et al., 2015). Alternatively, a time-dependent local CR
injection episode could be responsible for local CR spectra that are softer than the Galactic average
(Neronov et al., 2014) and could also lead to an increase of the overall Galactic diffuse emission.
At present, there are various dedicated IceCube analyses that are searching for Galactic diffuse neutrino
emission, accounting for uncertainties of morphology and emission spectrum. The simplest test for a
signal from the Galactic diffuse emission in the IceCube data is by checking for spatial correlations with
the Galactic plane. No significant correlation of events with the Galactic plane was found in four years of
high-energy starting event (HESE) data (Aartsen et al., 2015e). When letting the Galactic plane size float
freely, the best fit returned a value of |b|≤7.5° with a post-trial chance probability of 3.3%. The recent
analysis (Ahlers et al., 2016a) based on 3 years of HESE data (Aartsen et al., 2014c) showed that even
with the poor angular resolution of cascade events the anisotropy produced by a strong Galactic diffuse
flux should be visible in data. The upper limit on the contribution to the high-energy data with deposited
energy above 60 TeV is about 50%. This is in contrast to the claim of Neronov and Semikoz (2016) that
the 4-year HESE update shows evidence of Galactic emission within latitudes |b|≤10° above 100 TeV. In
addition, the angular distribution of the muon neutrino data from the recent analysis (Aartsen et al.,
2016e) does not seem to support this claim.
While individual Galactic neutrino sources have not been identified, the cumulative contribution of
Galactic sources below the IceCube detection threshold (Casanova and Dingus, 2008) might be identified
as extended emission concentrated along the Galactic plane. In general, if NN is the (time-integrated) CR
nucleon spectrum of a single source, we can define the Galactic neutrino emission from interactions of
CRs with ambient gas as
(5)
1
𝐸𝐸𝜈𝜈2 𝑄𝑄𝜈𝜈 (𝐸𝐸𝜈𝜈 ) ≃ 𝜅𝜅𝜏𝜏𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝 [𝐸𝐸𝑁𝑁2 𝑄𝑄N (𝐸𝐸𝑁𝑁 )]𝐸𝐸𝑁𝑁 =20𝐸𝐸𝜈𝜈 ,
6

where n is the ambient gas density and ρact is the number density of active sources in the Galaxy. This is
shown in Fig. 15.

We consider now the case of neutrino emission from supernova remnants (SNR) in our Milky Way
following the distribution of Case and Bhattacharya (1998). Similar to the diffuse emission from CR
propagation, the intensity distribution of events is concentrated along the Galactic plane as shown in
the right plot of Fig. 14. The number of active SNRs can be estimated from the SN rate and the timescale of the onset of the snow-plow phase which marks the end of the adiabatic Sedov-Taylor phase
(Blondin et al., 1998). From this, one can estimate that a few thousand SNRs are CR emitters at any
given time. The maximal energy can be estimated from the ambient gas density, ejecta mass, and
velocity to reach Emax,p≃5 PeV. An order of magnitude higher CR energies might be reached in very
energetic SNe (≃1052 erg), called hypernovae, but they are much less frequent than normal SNe with
only 1–2% of the SNe rate (Fox et al., 2013, Ahlers and Murase, 2014).
Fig. 15 summarizes the estimated flux of SNRs (green dashed-dotted line) and hypernova remnants (blue
dotted line) assuming a source spectral index Γ≃2.3 (see Ahlers and Murase, 2014, for details). While
the source emission spectrum is subdominant at lower energies it is expected to become more
important at higher energies because of its harder emission spectrum. In fact, for the choice of
parameters in our example, the combined emission of sources becomes comparable to the diffuse
emission at energies of 100 TeV, corresponding to neutrinos produced by CRs close to the knee region.
Note that the previous estimate applies more generally than to the case in which SNR are the main
sources of Galactic CRs. If we focus on the sources of Galactic CRs, we can relate the (per flavor)
neutrino emission rate to that of the CR nucleons as
1
6

𝐸𝐸𝑣𝑣2 Qν(Eν) ≃ KTpp[𝐸𝐸𝑁𝑁2 𝑄𝑄N(EN)]EN=20Eν ,

where τpp≪1 is the optical thickness of the source environment for CR-gas interactions, before CRs are
released into the Galactic medium. The nucleon emission rate QN is now fixed to the observed CR
spectrum by the steady-state solution of the CR diffusion equation. For an active emission period lasting
over a time tact and an ambient average gas density ngas, one can estimate the optical thickness as

τpp≃ctactngasσpp. For the case of SNRs we can estimate tact by the dynamical time-scale 104 yr (the end
of the adiabatic Sedov-Taylor phase (Blondin et al., 1998)) and ngas≃1cm−3 yielding τpp≃3×10−4. This flux
is also shown in Fig. 15 as a magenta dashed line assuming τpp≃10−3 and a diffusion index δ=1/3. Not
surprisingly, this is consistent with our previous estimates of the combined flux of supernova and
hypernova remnants.
The combined neutrino emission of Galactic sources has been studied by various authors (Casanova and
Dingus, 2008, Ahlers and Murase, 2014, Mandelartz and Becker Tjus, 2015). Analogously to the diffuse
emission from CR propagation, the contribution of weak Galactic sources can be constrained in the
simplest case by the absence of anisotropies. For instance, Ahlers et al. (2016a) argues that a Galactic
emission following the distributions of supernova remnants (Case and Bhattacharya, 1998) or pulsars
(Lorimer et al., 2006) cannot contribute more than 65% to the HESE three-year data (Ahlers et al.,
2016a). Even stronger limits can be expected if also the emission spectrum is taken into account.

7. Measurements of the local cosmic-ray spectrum and composition
From the point of view of CR physics, IceCube is a three-dimensional air shower array. The aperture for
trajectories that pass through IceTop and within the deep array at its mid-plane is ≈0.25 km2 sr, which

corresponds to ≈1000 events per year above 100 PeV, but only a few per year above one EeV. Such
coincident events provide information about the primary composition from the ratio of the energy in
the muon bundle in the deep ice to the total shower size at the surface. The measurement of the
primary spectrum can be extended to the EeV range by using events over a larger angular range
reconstructed with only the surface array (Aartsen et al., 2013e). Muon bundles reconstructed over a
large range of zenith angles with the deep array of IceCube extend the acceptance into the EeV range
and provide complementary information to the surface array (Aartsen et al., 2016c). IceCube can resolve
muons in the deep array laterally separated from the main core by more than the string spacing. The
separation distribution measured out to 400 m shows the concave shape expected from the transition
from an exponential to a power-law for the transverse momentum distribution of the parent mesons
(Abbasi et al., 2013b). Perturbative QCD can be used to calculate the rate of high-pT muons that reach
the detector at large separation. Since production of mesons at high pT depends on energy per nucleon,
measurement of laterally separated muons is in principle sensitive to primary composition.
Several aspects of IceTop lead to its good energy resolution and its ability to distinguish features in the
energy spectrum. The array is at a high altitude so that events are observed closer to shower maximum.
As a consequence, fluctuations from event to event are less severe than in an array near sea level. The
ice Cherenkov tanks are approximately two radiation lengths deep so that the dominant photon
component of the surface shower is counted as well as the charged leptons. In contrast, most photons
pass through scintillators without converting. The IceTop results are shown by the black points in the
compilation of air-shower data in Fig. 16. In addition to the knee above 3 PeV, there is a significant
hardening of the spectrum around 20 PeV, and the second knee is visible above 200 PeV.

Fig. 16. A summary of the primary CR spectrum measured by selected air shower experiments (Amenomori et al.,
2008, Sciascio, 2014, Apel et al., 2014, Prosin et al., 2014, Abbasi et al., 2008, Abu-Zayyad et al., 2013, Aab et al.,
2015c). Measurements from three years of data in IceCube (Rawlins, 2016) are shown by the black squares.

IceCube is the only air shower array currently in operation that can detect TeV muons in the shower
core in coincidence with the main shower at the surface. It has much larger acceptance than its
predecessors, EASTOP-MACRO (Bellotti et al., 1990) and SPASE-AMANDA (Ahrens et al., 2004).
Preliminary analysis of the coincidence data in IceCube shows the composition becoming increasingly

heavy through the knee region to 100 PeV and beyond (Rawlins, 2016), although the results become
statistically limited at the highest energies.
The increasing fraction of heavy primaries is expected if the knee is the result of Galactic CR accelerators
reaching their upper limit. Air-shower experiments make calorimetric measurements of the total energy
per particle. Since acceleration and propagation of CRs are both determined by magnetic fields, features
in the spectrum should instead depend on magnetic rigidity (Peters, 1961). Thus, for example, if the
characteristic maximum energy for protons is 4 PeV, there should be a corresponding steepening for
iron nuclei around 100 PeV total energy. Several air-shower measurements, as reviewed in Kampert and
Unger (2012), show the composition changing back toward a lighter composition above 100 PeV as
might be expected with the onset of an extra-galactic component at higher energy. The IceCube
coincidence analysis gives composition results that agree well with ⟨ln(A)⟩ measurements summarized
in Kampert and Unger (2012) up to 100 PeV, but the mass value remains high above that energy in some
tension with the other data (see Gaisser, 2016, Fig. 8).
Muons produce a characteristic signal in IceTop tanks because they generate a charge proportional to
the length of their tracks. In addition, as the main electromagnetic part of the signal falls off at large
distance from the shower core, muons become increasingly prominent, as indicated by the “thumb”
centered near one Vertical Equivalent Muon (VEM) in Fig. 17. This leads to the possibility of measuring
the contribution of ∼ GeV muons to the showers at the surface (Dembinski and Gonzalez, 2016). Such a
measure of the fraction of muons at the surface opens the possibility of utilizing a different quantity that
is sensitive to primary composition. Information from the low-energy muons at the surface is
complementary to the TeV muons in the shower cores in the coincident event analysis. The comparison,
which is ongoing, is of particular interest in light of the fact that different hadronic interaction models
show a different behavior for the ratio of GeV to TeV muons. In addition, there are indications that all
the standard event generators for >EeV air showers produce fewer muons at the surface than observed
(Aab et al., 2015b, Aab et al., 2016).

Fig. 17. Two-dimensional distribution of signals in showers with primary energies of ≈3 PeV and zenith angles
around 13° as a function of signal in VEM and reconstructed core distance. The horizontal dashed lines indicate the

distances at which muon densities as a function of primary energy have been reported (Dembinski and Gonzalez,
2016).

Because muons are rare in cascades initiated by photons, the muon content can also be used to reduce
the CR background in a search for ∼PeV γ-rays. A shower reconstructed at the surface with a trajectory
that passes through the deep array of IceCube without leaving a signal is a γ-ray candidate. Because of
energy losses in the CMB, only Galactic sources would be visible in PeV photons. Using one year of data
taken when IceCube was partially complete with 40 strings, a limit on γ rays of several PeV from the
Galactic plane was set (Aartsen et al., 2013g). Because of the small zenith angle required for events to
pass through both components of IceCube, the search was limited to Southern declinations <−60°.
Therefore, the analysis covers a limited region of the Galactic plane, −80°<ℓ<−30° in longitude and
−10°<b<5° in latitude. The sensitivity with five years of data from the full IceCube detector is estimated
in this region to be comparable to expectations from some known TeV γ-ray sources if their spectra
continue to PeV energies without steepening. An analysis with the completed IceCube detector is
underway. Including muon information from the surface detector will allow a larger region of the sky to
be explored.
Another search for Galactic CR sources looks for neutrons (Aartsen et al., 2016g), which would show up
as point sources of air showers above the smooth background of charged CRs. No such excesses are
identified in 4 years of IceTop data. Limits are placed on potential accelerators of CR protons and nuclei,
including millisecond pulsars and high-mass X-ray binaries, by using events with energy >100 PeV for
which the mean distance a neutron would travel before decaying is 100 kpc. Assuming an E−2 spectrum,
the limits are of the same order of magnitude in energy flux as might be expected for sources that
produce photons in association with acceleration of nuclei that fragment in or near their sources to
produce neutrons.

8. Anisotropy of local cosmic rays
Through measurement of the energy spectrum and composition of the CR flux, we hope to gain a better
understanding of CR sources and acceleration mechanisms. Another quantity accessible to experimental
measurement is the arrival direction of the CR particles. In principle, the sky map of CR arrival directions
should give us the most direct indication of where the sources might be located. Below several PeV, the
sources of CRs are Galactic and the arrival direction distribution should show a correlation with the
Galactic plane. However, unlike γ rays and neutrinos, CR particles are charged and therefore repeatedly
scattered in the chaotic interstellar magnetic fields. Their arrival direction distribution at Earth is highly
isotropic, although a small residual dipole anisotropy is expected from diffusion theory.
Observations made over the last few decades with various surface and underground detectors, together
covering an energy range from tens of GeV to tens of PeV, have indeed provided statistically significant
evidence for a faint anisotropy in the CR arrival direction distribution (Amenomori et al., 2005,
Amenomori et al., 2006, Guillian et al., 2007, Abdo et al., 2009, de Jong, 2011, Bartoli et al., 2015,
Nagashima et al., 1998, Hall et al., 1999, Bartoli et al., 2013, Abbasi et al., 2010, Abbasi et al., 2011a,
Aartsen et al., 2013f, Aartsen et al., 2016b). The anisotropy is small, with an amplitude on the order of
10−3, and it shows a strong dependence on energy (Bartoli et al., 2015, Aartsen et al., 2016b, Aglietta et
al., 2009, Abbasi et al., 2012c). It is, however, not well described by a simple dipole. A quantitative
description of the anisotropy as a superposition of spherical harmonics (Aartsen et al., 2016b,
Abeysekara et al., 2014) shows that while most of the power is in the low-multipole (ℓ⩽4) terms, i.e., in

the dipole, quadrupole, and octupole terms, features with smaller angular scale down to sizes of a few
degrees are also present. These small-scale features have been observed in the TeV range by several
experiments (Bartoli et al., 2013, Abbasi et al., 2011a, Aartsen et al., 2016b, Abeysekara et al., 2014,
Amenomori et al., 2007, Abdo et al., 2008), and their relative intensity is on the order of 10−5–10−4.
Given the complex nature of the anisotropy, its range from large to small angular scales, and its strong
dependence on energy, it has become clear that there is no single process that can account for all
observations. Rather, multiple phenomena likely contribute to the anisotropy.
Before IceCube, high-statistics measurements of the CR anisotropy in the TeV energy range were only
available from experiments in the Northern Hemisphere. Over the last few years, IceCube has
accumulated one of the largest CR data sets at TeV–PeV energies, and a detailed study of the
morphology, energy dependence, and stability of the anisotropy over time is possible for the Southern
sky.
CRs can be studied with IceCube in two independent ways. The in-ice component of IceCube detects
downward-going muons created in extensive air showers caused by CRs entering the atmosphere above
the detector. Simulations show that the detected muon events are generated by primary CR particles
with median energy of about 20 TeV. The trigger rate ranges between 2.5 kHz and 2.9 kHz, with the
modulation caused by seasonal variations of the stratospheric temperature and density (Tilav et al.,
2010, Desiati, 2011, Aartsen et al., 2013i).
The anisotropy can also be studied using the CR air showers detected by IceTop. Its surface location near
the shower maximum makes it sensitive to the full electromagnetic component of the shower, not just
the muonic component. The detection rate is approximately 30 Hz and the minimum primary particle
energy threshold is about 300 TeV. Requiring a minimum of eight IceTop stations leads to a median
energy of 1.6 PeV. The IceTop data set therefore provides an independent measurement at PeV
energies, close to the knee of the CR spectrum.
A recent study of the CR anisotropy in IceCube and IceTop (Aartsen et al., 2016b) is based on six years of
data taken between May 2009 and May 2015. The data set contains 318 billion CR events observed by
IceCube and 172 million events observed with IceTop at higher energies. In order to study the energy
dependence of the anisotropy, the IceCube data set is split into nine bins of increasing median energy,
ranging from TeV to PeV. The resolution of this energy assignment depends on the detector
configuration and energy band but is on the order of 0.5 in log10(E/GeV). It is primarily limited by the
relatively large fluctuations in the fraction of the total shower energy that is transferred to the muon
bundle.
The most prominent anisotropy observed in the IceCube data at energies below 50 TeV is characterized
by a large excess from 30° to 120° in right ascension and a deficit from 150° to 250°. The relative
intensity of the anisotropy is at the 10−3 level. This large-scale structure that dominates the sky map at
lower energies gradually disappears above 50 TeV. Above 100 TeV, a change in the morphology is
observed. At higher energies, the anisotropy is characterized by a wide relative deficit from 30° to 120°,
with an amplitude increasing with energy up to at least 5 PeV, the highest energies currently accessible
to IceCube. The IceTop map at 1.6 PeV shows the same morphology as the IceCube maps at comparable
energies. To illustrate this change of the phase of the large-scale anisotropy between TeV and PeV
energies, Fig. 18 shows the IceCube map at a median energy of 13 TeV (top) and the IceTop map at
1.6 PeV (bottom).

Fig. 18. Maps of the relative intensity of CRs in equatorial coordinates for a median energy of 13 TeV (top) and
1.6 PeV (bottom). The low-energy map is based on IceCube data, the high-energy map on IceTop data. Maps have
been smoothed with a 20° smoothing radius. Figure adapted from Aartsen et al. (2016b).

Fig. 19 shows the phase (top) and amplitude (bottom) of the dipole component as a function of energy.
Since the data are not well described by a dipole, the actual fit is performed including higher-order
multipoles, but only the amplitude and phase of the dipole are reported here. The phase shift in the
dipole component of the large-scale anisotropy occurs rather rapidly between 100 TeV and 200 TeV. The
amplitude of the dipole component rises with energy up to about 10 TeV. Above this energy, it slowly
decreases until it has essentially dropped by an order of magnitude at around 200 TeV. It then increases
again, with a different phase, up to the highest detected energies. The figure also shows the results from
several other experiments in the Northern Hemisphere. The results are generally in good agreement.
The difference in the amplitude measured by IceCube and IceTop above 1 PeV is likely due to a
difference in the chemical composition of the two data sets. At this energy, the IceTop data set has on
average a lighter composition than the IceCube data set because IceTop is not yet fully sensitive to
heavier nuclei.

Fig. 19. Phase (top) and amplitude (bottom) of the dipole moment of the CR relative intensity map as a function of
energy for IceCube (blue), IceTop (pink), and other experiments. Taken from Ahlers and Mertsch (2016). (For
interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this
article.)

Measurements of a dipole amplitude and phase of the CR flux have also been performed at even higher
energies, although the small event rate makes these measurements increasingly difficult. Nevertheless,
the Pierre Auger Observatory found that a shift in the phase of the anisotropy occurs again at EeV
energies (Abreu et al., 2011). Below 1 EeV, the dipole phase is consistent with the phase observed by
IceCube at PeV energies. Around 4 EeV, the phase changes and the relative excess moves towards the
range in right ascension that includes the Galactic anti-center direction. In between the IceCube and
Pierre Auger measurements, KASCADE-Grande data shows a dipole phase between median energies of
2.7 PeV and 33 PeV (Chiavassa et al., 2016), which is consistent with the IceCube results at PeV energies.
While the large-scale structure dominates the anisotropy, there is also anisotropy on smaller scales. The
small-scale structure, with a relative intensity on the order of 10−4, and, therefore, roughly one order of
magnitude weaker, becomes visible after the best-fit dipole and quadrupole are subtracted from the sky
map.
Fig. 20 shows the relative intensity of the residual map. Several excess and deficit regions are visible at
angular scales approaching the angular resolution of IceCube for CR primaries. The strongest of these
regions have statistical significances exceeding 10σ.

Fig. 20. Relative intensity map in equatorial coordinates of the full 6-year IceCube data set for all energies (median
energy 20 TeV) after dipole- and quadrupole-subtraction. The subtraction of the dominant low-order multipoles
reveals the small-scale structure with a relative intensity of order 10−4. The dashed line indicates the Galactic
plane and the triangle indicates the Galactic center. Figure adapted from Aartsen et al. (2016b).

A study of the time dependence of the large- and small-scale structure over the six-year period covered
by this analysis reveals no significant change with time (Aartsen et al., 2016b). An analysis of data taken
with the AMANDA detector between 2000 and 2006 also did not find any significant time variation of
the observed large-scale anisotropy (Aartsen et al., 2013j).

The source of the CR anisotropy remains unknown. Homogeneous and isotropic diffusive propagation of
CRs in the Galaxy from discrete sources leads to a density gradient of CRs, which produces a dipole.
While a small residual dipole anisotropy is therefore expected from diffusion theory, the observed
anisotropy has a considerably more complex morphology than simple diffusion models suggest. To
explain the formation of the non-dipolar structures, additional processes like non-diffusive propagation
of CRs in perturbed magnetic fields need to be considered (see below).
To complicate matters further, the observed amplitude of the anisotropy is smaller than predicted from
diffusion theory. Numerical studies show that particular realizations of Galactic source distributions
reproduce the observed energy dependence of the anisotropy (Sveshnikova et al., 2013), but
simulations based on plausible source distributions typically predict a larger amplitude for the
anisotropy than what is observed (Sveshnikova et al., 2013, Blasi and Amato, 2012, Ptuskin, 2012, Pohl
and Eichler, 2013, Erlykin and Wolfendale, 2006). The misalignment between the direction of the CR
density gradient and the interstellar magnetic field lines may explain the smaller observed amplitude
component (Kumar and Eichler, 2014, Mertsch and Funk, 2015).
Non-dipolar structures may be produced by the interactions of CRs with an isotropically turbulent
interstellar magnetic field. Scattering processes with stochastic magnetic instabilities produce
perturbations in the arrival directions within the scattering mean free path. Such perturbations may be
observed as stochastic localized excess or deficit regions (Giacinti and Sigl, 2012, Biermann et al., 2013,
Ahlers, 2014, Ahlers and Mertsch, 2015, López-Barquero et al., 2016a, Harding et al., 2016, Scherer et
al., 2016).
It has been shown recently that one or more local sources at Galactic longitudes between 120° and 300°
in the presence of a strong ordered magnetic field in our local environment can explain the observations
(Ahlers, 2016). The Vela SNR, created about 12,000 years ago, is identified as a candidate local source.
The discrepancy between the predicted and observed amplitude could, at least in part, be a result of the

limited capabilities of ground-based detectors to reconstruct the true underlying anisotropy. New
analysis methods to correct for some of these observational biases have recently been developed
(Ahlers et al., 2016b).
There are other sources of magnetic perturbations on smaller scales, for example the heliosphere,
formed by the interaction between the solar wind and the interstellar flow. The heliosphere constitutes
a perturbation in the 3 μG local interstellar magnetic field. The local magnetic field draping around the
heliosphere might be a significant source of resonant scattering, capable of redistributing the arrival
directions of TeV CR particles (Desiati and Lazarian, 2013, Schwadron et al., 2014, Zhang et al., 2014,
López-Barquero et al., 2016b). CR acceleration from magnetic reconnection in the heliotail has also been
proposed as an explanation of the localized small-scale excess regions and their harder spectrum
(Lazarian and Desiati, 2010, Desiati and Lazarian, 2012).

9. Conclusions
We have reviewed how observations of neutrinos and cosmic rays with the IceCube neutrino telescope
and its surface array IceTop have impacted our knowledge about the high-energy non-thermal universe.
Only three years after their first detection, we know the spectrum and flavor composition of cosmic
neutrinos in the energy interval between 10 TeV and several PeV with encouraging precision. The
distribution of the neutrinos on the sky is compatible with an isotropic distribution, excluding a purely
Galactic origin.
Surprisingly, no individual neutrino sources or transients have been observed so far that would pinpoint
the origin of the cosmic neutrinos. However, putting all the information together, we can already make
important statements about their origin. Blazar jets and GRBs can only be responsible for small fractions
of the observed cosmic neutrinos. Less luminous sources with higher number densities are needed to
explain the observed level of astrophysical neutrinos and the absence of detectable point sources at the
same time. Coincidences of neutrino events with transient phenomena, a SN explosion and a blazar
flare, have been observed; however, the circumstances make it impossible to exclude a chance
occurrence. No neutrinos have been observed thus far that could be attributed to the GZK effect. Again,
the non-observation of associated neutrinos starts to constrain evolution scenarios for UHE CR sources.
Direct observations of the spectrum and the anisotropy of CRs at TeV and PeV energies with IceCube
and IceTop have provided accurate measurements of the shape of the CR spectrum from few PeV to
above 1 EeV. Searches for point sources of photons or neutrons among the CR air showers recorded
have been negative so far. Additionally, the large statistics of CR air showers collected by IceCube has
allowed the most precise measurement of the CR anisotropy in the Southern hemisphere, confirming
and extending the measurements from the Northern hemisphere. Both large-scale and small-scale
components have been detected; however, their origin is still not well understood.
The grand challenge ahead in neutrino astronomy is the identification of the sources that produce the
cosmic neutrino signal, and possibly the ultra-high-energy cosmic rays. This could be achieved through
the future detection of individual transients or steady sources, cross-correlation searches or follow-up
observations across the electromagnetic spectrum, as well as more precise measurements of spectrum
and flavor composition. A second important challenge is the identification of a Galactic component from
the interaction of cosmic rays with the interstellar gas, which would give us a unique handle on the
cosmic-ray spectrum in different regions of the Galaxy at energies above 10 TeV. And finally, strong,

energy dependent constraints on the flavor composition of the cosmic neutrinos might shed light on the
astrophysical environments in which they are produced or point us to new physics beyond the standard
model of particle physics.
Both IceCube and IceTop continue to collect data, likely for, at least, another decade. As the statistics of
cosmic neutrinos and CRs increases, and the understanding of systematic effects improves, we can
expect significant advances in understanding the neutrino sky, the origin of CRs, and their propagation
and arrival at Earth. However, the prospects for what IceCube can achieve within a reasonable time span
of a few decades are limited by its size. Based on the experience and success of IceCube, efforts are
underway to develop a next-generation instrument, IceCube-Gen2 (Aartsen et al., 2014b). With five
times better sensitivity for sources than IceCube, ten times the statistics for cosmic neutrinos, and a
surface array with, at least, ten times larger area, IceCube-Gen2 will truly mark the next big step
towards understanding the origin and propagation of cosmic rays.
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